Abstract -Free-Form buildings provide a wide range of diverse and beautiful spaces supported by the development of digital technology. However, there are many difficulties and challenges in realizing free-form curved surfaces at the design and construction phase. Accordingly, panelizing of most free-form buildings is performed only in consideration of reducing the construction cost, or constructability. This panelizing process results in curved surfaces that are against the designer's intention, and this makes it difficult for the designers to come up with the planned beauty. This may happen because the process of designing a free-form building differs from that of a specifically-formed building, and it is difficult to mathematically define the curved surfaces designed. Thus, the purpose of this study is to define mathematical algorithms of patterns for finish panels of free-form buildings based on the basic principles of building design forms such as repetition and gradation. The study results will be used to mathematically review various methods of dividing curved surfaces at the initial design phase of actual free-form building projects, as well as to automatically extract accurate production information and to respond to technical problems that may arise in the construction process.
Introduction
Free-Form buildings provide a wide range of diverse and beautiful spaces supported by the development of digital technology. However, there are many difficulties and challenges in realizing free-form curved surfaces at the design and construction phase. In particular, there are technical difficulties at the panelizing optimization stage, such as ensuring easier construction and production of members and maintaining the original curved surfaces. Ryu (2012) explained that it is difficult to mathematically define the curved surfaces of free-form buildings and that panelizing is done only in consideration of reducing the construction cost, or constructability [1] . This panelizing process makes it difficult for architectural designers to come up with the planned beauty. Thus, the purpose of this study is to define mathematical algorithms of patterns for finish panels of free-form buildings based on the basic principles of building design forms such as repetition and gradation. Also, the finish panels of the free-form buildings are made of various materials such as concrete, glass, aluminum, and GFRC (Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete) [2] . In particular, Lee et al. (2015) showed that the free-form concrete panels are superior to lightweight materials in economic efficiency, workability, strength and durability [3] . In this study, we tried to extract production information easily and quickly for the production of free-form concrete panels. The study conformed to the following procedure.
ICSENM 101-2 First, design patterns are expressed in mathematical algorithms based on the progression using the regularity of parameter equations and functional formulas. Second, various patterns are realized according to the changes in parameters using a mathematical geometric program to change the design. Third, 3D modeling is performed with virtual curved surfaces based on the analyzed design pattern algorithms. In addition, with the 3D modeling cases, the efficiency of Mathematical Algorithms of patterns is verified. The study scope is limited to repetition and gradation, the design patterns that are used the most. Fig1 represents the study method. The study results will allow us to review various methods of dividing curved surfaces at the initial design phase of free-form building projects, improving the project completeness, and at the same time, as the production information obtained from mathematical algorithms, it is expected that it will be critical in appropriately coping with technical problems that may arise upon construction.
Preliminary study
Currently, there are a wide range of studies on generation of forms and panelizing for free-form buildings. Michael (2010) conducted regarding panelizing optimization for the economic panel production. The author decided that the gap among panels is more economic as close as the maximum tolerance. In addition, panelizing optimization was conducted by using computer simulation [4] . Helmut (2008) conducted the study regarding free-form shape by using single curved panel. In other words, the optimization was conducted to resolve the connection problem between panels when the single curved panel is installed [5] . Helmut (2015) conducted the design analysis about conventional free-form building and introduced the principal of the design then basic materials were suggested to develop modelling system for dividing the panels easily [6] . Yang (2006) suggested the modeling method regarding free-form shape produced by using flat panel [7] . Park (2013) classified free-form shapes into 10 form elements with 34 attributes that correspond to each element and applied them to cases [8] . Ryu (2012) performed quantitative evaluation on panelizing of free-form NURBS surfaces, converted the evaluated panels into BIM data and proposed a model for modelling [1] . Ryu (2013) analysed the domestic/overseas freeform building envelop systems for each case and deducted problems of free-form building construction technologies and their implications [9] . Furthermore, Han (2013) classified the types of high-rise free-form buildings, analysed the characteristics of curved surfaces and suggested basic data for free-form design [10] . Park (2009) analysed the free-form buildings applied with various panelizing methods, and applied Planar Quadrilateral (PQ) Mesh method to virtual models to study its usefulness [11] . As previously mentioned, most preliminary studies are on the techniques of shape and form generation to build actual forms in the construction aspect, and the engineering parts of local free-form architecture is weighted towards 2D design drawings. The studies for application of 3D digital design tools for domestic free-form building designs are under progress. In addition, there are studies on panel division optimization methods by collecting the panel division data of actual free-form buildings, yet it is short of the studies that mathematically analyze pattern division in the design aspect. If it is analyzed mathematically to divide design patterns with regularity, it will be possible to design and construct free-form buildings faster and more accurately. Accordingly, it is needed to mathematically define pattern division for finish panels of free-form buildings. As examining the preliminary study of design patterns, Lim (2016) explained 10 different design patterns for aesthetic designs of free-form buildings such as repetition, gradation, symmetry, contract, unity, balance, harmony, proportion, emphasis and rhythm [12] . However, to mathematically analyze the regularity of design patterns, the overlapping factors need to be excluded. For instance, rhythm cannot be generated unless repetition and gradation are assumed. Also, unity and harmony are the principles that view the whole, not the ones that need to be reviewed in alignment with the partial principles. Gradation-Proportion and emphasis-contrast also have mutually overlapping factors. Thus, the study mathematically analyzes repetition and gradation, excluding the overlapping factors. Kwon (2011) defined 'repetition' as repeating the same pattern of shapes and arrangement in a space at regular intervals [13] , and Lim (2016) explained 'gradation' as a pattern of shapes and arrangement that gradually changes to get bigger or smaller at a certain ratio [12] . As shown in Fig2 Mathematical Algorithm of Pattern for repetition is proposed using the parameter equations and arithmetic progression. And Fig3 shows Mathematical Algorithm Pattern for gradation. An arithmetic progression is used to generate regularity in the y-intercept of a straight line and for parameterization, and when dividing surfaces, the shapes and arrangement are to at regular intervals. In addition, x-axis and positive direction angle ( ) that determine the gradient of a division line are parameterized so that the pattern form can be changed. Table 2 is the mathematical expression based on the Mathematical Algorithm of Pattern gradation in Fig3. The range of x and y values is limited to {( , )| 2 + 2 ≤ 10 , , is a real number}, and when dividing surfaces, to gradually increase or decrease the shape and arrangement at a certain ratio, the radius of a circle ( ) and rotation angle( ) are parameterized. So, various curved surfaces can be generated based on the control of division line intervals and rotation angle. Thus, when dividing patterns in a plane using the Mathematical Algorithms of Patterns, it is easier and faster to check the formula of division lines, making it easier to extract the intersection point of division lines. Fig4 is a 3D model created through one-to-one correspondence of Z-value equation that generates virtual curved surfaces in the intersection point of division lines extracted. The procedure for 3D modeling of repetition patterns is as follows. After setting as x = 5, x = −5 , intervals are divided into parameter, N=20 and they are to be maintained at regular intervals of dx=0.5. With the same method, after setting as y = 5, y = −5 , they are divided into N=20 to extract (x, y) coordinates in a plane as shown in fig5(a). The intervals of coordinates are to be controlled by the parameter, N. To generate 3D curved surfaces, trigonometric function is applied to the height, Z-value and z= sin(x / 2) cos(y / 3) is input. To verify generation of various curved surfaces based on the Z-value input formula, the study defined the formula into 3 types of matrix 1={0.3xy, 0.2 (x² -y²), sin(x / 2) cos(y / 3)} and expressed it as the matrix. Fig5(b) demonstrates the virtual surfaces generated based on (x, y, z). The procedure for 3D modeling of gradation patterns is as follows. After defining a curve that determines the shape of 3D virtual surfaces, the curved surfaces are rotated to generate a 3D model of gradation patterns. First, the explicit function of a hyperbola, f(x) = sqrt(0.5² (1 + x² / (-1)²), to express the curve of xy plane is defined as shown in Fig6(a).
Mathematical Algorithm Analysis for Design Pattern
Second, f(x) is set with the rotation angle of θ = π/6 based on the xy plane, and then rotated at a certain ratio to extract 6 curves as shown in Fig6(b) . The angle θ between the extracted curves is parameterized to control the number of division lines and the shape of rotation. Third, a parameter equation of circles is used to generate a gradation pattern of virtual curved surfaces, and the curve [(x, f(x) cos(u), f(x) sin(u)), 0 ≤ u ≤ π, −10 ≤ x ≤ 10, d=2 ] is defined. As a result, 11 semi-circular curves in the yz plane that pass through 6 curves extracted in Fig7(b) are extracted as shown in Fig6(c) , generating the division line of gradation pattern. The interval d between the semi-circular curves is parameterized to control the number of semi-circular curves. Lastly, the curved surfaces that pass through the extracted division line [(x, f(x) cos(u), f(x) sin(u)), −10 ≤ x ≤ 10, 0 ≤ u ≤ π] are defined to generate virtual curved surfaces as demonstrated in Fig6(d) . The range of x-value is parameterized as well to express various types of rotation. Creation of virtual surface (d).
As described above on the 3D model of Mathematical Algorithms of Patterns, when the design pattern defined in a plane is applied to the panelizing process of free-form buildings, various methods of curved surface division can be mathematically reviewed at the initial design phase, and owing to automatic extraction of accurate information on generation of surfaces, it is expected to realize easier and faster construction. In addition, it is anticipated that free-form surfaces can be divided variously based on the changes to the parameters set in the process of constructing 3D models. Fig7 and Fig8 shows the cases of changed 3D models owing to the parameter changes. ICSENM 101-7
In case of the repetition pattern in Fig7, to generate various curved surfaces, the function that determines z-value is transformed into z = sin(x/2)cos(y/3), z=0.2 (x² -y²), z= -0.07 (x² + y²) to check for any transformation. Also, N that determines the intervals of x, y values is transformed into N=15, N=10, N=5, which makes it possible to control the number of panels, to check the completeness of surfaces based on the number of panels. In case of the gradation pattern in Fig8, a function that determines the shape of rotation is transformed into f(x) = sqrt(5² (1 + x² / (-5)²), f(x) = sqrt(10² (1 -x² / (12)²), f(x) = -1/3(x 3 -3x 2 -2) to check various types of rotation generated. Moreover, the rotation angle θ is transformed into π and 2π to check any transformation based on the rotation angle, and the form is partially generated according to the range of x. If such is applied to designing each part of free-form buildings, it is expected to create a wide range of designs.
Conclusion
Currently, a wide range of complicated free-form buildings are increasingly built owing to the development of digital tools, yet there are many difficulties in realizing free-form surfaces that are geometrically complicated in the design and construction phase. Accordingly, it results in curved surfaces that are against the designer's intention, and this makes it difficult for the designers to come up with the planned beauty. Thus, the study defined mathematical algorithms of patterns for finish panels of free-form buildings based on the basic principles of building design forms such as repetition and gradation. The plane coordinates (x, y coordinates) extracted through the defined mathematical algorithm are substituted into the z-value function equation that generates the free-form surface. Thus, the extracted function value forms an free-form surface, and has aesthetic beauty by the pattern of repetition and gradation pattern. To do so, repetition and gradation, excluding the overlapping factors among the principles of design form, were mathematically analyzed and Mathematical Algorithms of Patterns were proposed. In addition, 3D modeling with virtual surfaces is adopted for the case study of transformation, verifying its efficiency. As a result, firstly, it was found that it is easy to mathematically divide design patterns of repetition and gradation for free-form buildings using the Mathematical Algorithms of Patterns, and that such can be accurately expressed. Secondly, it was revealed that free-form surfaces can be transformed owing to the changes to the parameters of the Mathematical Algorithms of Patterns. Thirdly, it was found that it is easy to extract information on generation of free-form surfaces realized based on the Mathematical Algorithms of Patterns. With these, it is believed that various design patterns can be mathematically reviewed in the initial design phase of free-form building projects, and that the completeness of projects may be improved as various methods of curved surface division arising from parameter changes can be examined. In addition, the study results will be used as production information based on mathematical algorithms, which will be critical in appropriately dealing with technical problems in relation to construction that may be generated.
